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Electrochemical reactions on catalyst particles with three-phase boundaries
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In fuel cells, electrochemical reactions are often assumed to occur on metal catalyst particles contacting
simultaneously the ion-conducting electrolyte and gas phase. Our kinetic Monte Carlo simulations demonstrate
that in this case the deviations from the Tafel law in the dependence of the reaction rate on the electrode
potential may be related to diffusion of one of the adsorbed reactants along catalyst particles.
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Electrochemistry is an old interdisciplinary science
tracting attention of physicists and chemists already sev
centuries@1#. In the past, electrochemical reactions~ECR!
were experimentally studied primarily on polycrystallin
electrodes. Recent academic investigations in this field
focused on ECR running on single-crystal electrodes@2#. In
applications, e.g., in fuel cells@1,3#, ECR often occur on
nanometer-sized (;10 nm) metal particles, deposited on th
walls of pores of a more or less inactive conducting supp
or on metal grains forming a porous network. Despite
long-standing interest, the understanding of mechanisms
kinetics of ECR is still limited, because the common surfa
science techniques are often difficult to apply on t
electrolyte-metal interface~especially in the case of porou
electrodes!, and have not by far provided the same wealth
knowledge as gas-solid interfacial studies.

The progress in experimental investigations of ECR
however, rapid~the most recent advances include, e.g.,
use of model planar supported catalysts@4#!. The corre-
sponding theoretical studies are focused primarily on E
running on single-crystal surfaces@5#. There are also severa
treatments of the kinetics of ECR occurring in fuel cells@6#.
The latter works employing the conventional chemic
engineering approaches are aimed at describing the gl
kinetics, including the interplay of reactant diffusion in th
electrolyte and/or gas phase and chemical conversion
catalyst particles. As a rule, the elementary reaction steps
not analyzed there in detail. Instead, the ECR rate is sim
assumed to be proportional to local reactant concentrat
Rare theoretical studies including reaction steps on m
particles~see, e.g., recent interesting works@7,8#! are based
on the simplest mean-field~MF! equations ignoring the spe
cifics of nm chemistry~e.g., the difference of the energetic
of reactant adsorption on various interfaces!. In this paper we
present the first Monte Carlo~MC! simulations of the kinet-
ics of ECR occurring on metal catalyst particles. Our goa
to scrutinize the reaction regimes which can hardly be trea
by using the MF approximation.

The specific catalytic activity~i.e., the activity of an ad-
sorption site! of metal particles may be quite different com
pared to that of macroscopic single-crystal samples. T
structure gapcan be associated with several factors such
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unique electronic properties of metal particles, contribut
of special sites~e.g., edges! to the reaction rate, metal
support interaction@9#, and/or with purely kinetic effects
such as the interplay of the reaction kinetics running on d
ferent communicating facets@10#. In electrochemistry, the
structure gap may also be related to the specific factors
particular, the most advanced fuel cells contain metal p
ticles exhibiting so-calledthree-phase boundaries@1,3,7#.
Practically, this means that metal particles are in contact
multaneously with the ion-conducting electrolyte and g
phase, supplying one and another reactant, respectively~see
the insets in Fig. 1!. The unique feature of such systems
that reaction includes reactant transport between ph
boundaries. Below, we treat the kinetics of the genericA
1B→AB reaction occurring on metal particles with thre
phase boundaries.

In our model, irreversible adsorption ofA2 ions, Ael
2

→Aads1e, occurs on the electrolyte-metal boundary. R
versibleB adsorption,Bgas
Bads, runs on the gas-metal in
terface. AdsorbedA species are allowed to diffuse to th
gas-metal boundary and to react there withB particles,Aads
1Bads→ABgas. AdsorbedB particles migrate only on the
gas-metal boundary.@These steps mimic, e.g., the perfo
mance of the H2-O2 solid-oxide fuel cell anode~Fig. 1!. In
particular, A2 and B stand for oxygen ions and H2 mol-
ecules. This attribution is qualitatively correct although t
charge of oxygen ions is22 and H2 adsorption is dissocia
tive.#

In the MF approximation implying rapid interboundaryA
diffusion, the steady-state kinetics of ECR under consid
ation is described as

kkad
A cA~12qA!5~12k!kruAuB , ~1!

kad
B PB~12uA2uB!5kdes

B uB1kruAuB , ~2!

qA /~12qA!5exp~DE/kBT!uA /~12uA2uB!, ~3!

wherecA is theA2 concentration in the electrolyte,PB is the
B pressure in the gas phase,qA , uA , anduB are the reactan
coverages on the electrolyte-metal and gas-metal interfa
kad

A , kad
B , kdes

B , and kr are the adsorption, desorption, an
reaction rate constants,DE is the difference of theA binding
energies on the two interfaces (DE.0 if the binding energy
is higher on the electrolyte-metal interface!, and k and (1
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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2k) are the fractions of adsorption sites belonging to
electrolyte-metal and gas-metal interfaces. Equations~1! and
~2! describe the balance ofA and B species, respectively
Equation~3! indicates that the chemical potentials ofA par-
ticles on the two interfaces are equal.A2 adsorption is ac-
companied by electron transfer and accordingly the co
sponding rate constant can be represented in the Tafe~or
Butler-Volmer! form @11#, kad

A 5k0 exp(ae0we/kBT), where
we is the electrode potential,k0 the potential-independen
factor, a.0.5 the so-called transfer coefficient, ande0 the
absolute value of the electron charge. The other rate c
stants are independent ofwe.

If the AB-formation step is rapid, the coveragesqA and
uA are low, the reaction rate is limited byA2 adsorption, and
accordingly the reaction rate calculated per adsorption
on the gas-metal interface is given by the Tafel law,

W5k~12k!21k0cA exp~ae0we/kBT!. ~4!

With increasing rate ofA2 adsorption~or decreasingkr), the
MF approximation predicts deviations from the Tafel law.
particular, the reaction rate will be lower than that given
Eq. ~4! and the effect of the electrode potential on the EC
kinetics will be weaker.

FIG. 1. ~Color online! Logarithm of the reaction rate~per MCS!
as a function of the normalized electrode potential,F
[ae0we/kBT. Curves~1!–~3! show the MC results in the case
when theA binding energy on the electrolyte-metal interface
lower than @exp(DE/kBT)50.1#, equal to (DE50), and higher
than@exp(DE/kBT)510# that on the gas-metal interface~the statis-
tical error is smaller than or comparable to the size of the d
points!. The dashed curve corresponds to the Tafel law,W5k(1
2k)21p0

A exp(F), for the case when the reaction rate is limited
A2 adsorption.@The two insets schematically show typical poro
catalysts with three-phase boundaries. In particular, the lower in
represents the structure of a H2-O2 solid-oxide fuel cell anode@7#
consisting of the metal and solid-oxide grains~e.g., Ni and ZrO2)
which are indicated by filled and open circles. In this case, O22 ions
and H2 molecules are supplied on the catalyst surface via the e
trolyte and gas phase, respectively. The upper panel exhibits
electrode structure of H2-O2 solid-polymer-electrolyte fuel cells@3#.
In the latter case, a Pt or Pt/Ru catalyst particle~large filled circle!,
located on the carbon support~plus signs!, is in contact with the
electrolyte~small filled circles!.#
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The MF results are robust provided that adsorbate di
sion is fast. In reality, this is not always the case. If, e.g.A
represents oxygen,A diffusion may be relatively slow, be
cause the corresponding activation energy will be app
ciable ~about or higher than 15 kcal/mol in the case of
@12#!. Thus, with increasing electrode potential,A2 adsorp-
tion may become so rapid that the reaction will be limited
A diffusion from the electrolyte-metal interface to the ga
metal interface. To illustrate the features of such react
regimes, we employ MC simulations.

To mimic a catalyst particle, we use a 1003100 square
lattice with the ‘‘no flux’’ boundary conditions~i.e., the re-
actants are not allowed to jump over the boundaries!. The
central 50350 part of the lattice represents the gas-me
interface, and the periphery corresponds to the electrol
metal interface~in reality, the relative areas of the interface
may be slightly different for different catalyst particles, b
for our present analysis this point is not important!. A2 and
B adsorb, respectively, on the peripheral and central part
the lattice. TheAads1Bads reaction occurs between reactan
located in nearest-neighbor~NN! sites on the central part o
the lattice.A andB diffuse via jumps to vacant NN sites.A
particles may migrate from the periphery to the centerB
particles may move only on the central part of the lattice

B diffusion is assumed to be much faster compared to
catalytic cycle andA diffusion ~such cases are typical i
catalytic reactions!. To characterize the relative rates ofB
diffusion and other steps, we use the dimensionless par
eterp (p!1). The rates of these processes are considere
be proportional to (12p) and p , respectively. In addition,
we introduce a set of dimensionless probabilitiespad

A , pad
B ,

pdes
B , pr , andpdif

A characterizing the rate processes inside
catalytic cycle andA diffusion. As usual in MC simulations
these probabilities can be obtained by normalizing the co
sponding rates or rate constants. In our simulations, we a
lyze the practically interesting case when theB-adsorption
rate is equal to or faster than the rates of other steps~except
B diffusion!. In this case, the rate constants can be norm
ized to kad

B PB , i.e., we havepad
B 5kad

B PB /kad
B PB[1, pdes

B

5kdes
B /kad

B PB , pad
A 5kad

A cA /kad
B PB , pr5kr /kad

B PB , and pdif
A

5kdif
A /kad

B PB . To take into account thatkad
A depends onwe,

we represent the A2-adsorption probability as pad
A

5p0
A exp(ae0we/kBT), wherep0

A5k0cA /kad
B PB .

With the specification above, the MC algorithm for d
scribing the reaction is as follows.

~i! A site on the lattice is chosen at random. Then, a t
of B diffusion @item ~ii !# or the catalytic cycle andA diffu-
sion @item ~iii !# is executed provided thatr.p and r,p,
wherer is a random number (0<r<1).

~ii ! A B-diffusion trial is performed if the site chosen
occupied byB. In this case, one of the NN sites is selected
random, andB is replaced to the latter site if it is vacant an
located on the central part of the lattice.

~iii ! Trials of other steps are performed, depending on
state of the site chosen. If the site is vacant and located
the central part of the lattice, it is filled byB. If the site is
vacant and located on the periphery, it is filled byA with
probabilitypad

A . If the site is occupied byB, B desorption is
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realized with probabilitypdes
B . If the site is occupied byA,

one of the NN sites is selected at random, and then
Aads1Bads step is realized~i.e., the reactants are remove
from the lattice! with probability pr provided that both sites
are on the central part of the lattice and the latter site
occupied byB. If the latter site is vacant, theA diffusion
jump is realized with probabilitypdif

A provided that theA
binding energy on the former site is equal to or lower th
that on the latter site, or with probabilitypdif

A exp
(2uDEu/kBT) provided that the binding energy on the form
site is higher than on the latter site~these rules satisfy the
detailed balance principle!.

In MC simulations, time is calculated in MC steps~MCS!.
1 MCS usually corresponds toL3L attempts to realize one
of the rate processes (L is the lattice size!. In our case, this
definition would result in the time scale related toB diffu-
sion, because this step is fast compared to the others. P
cally, it is more convenient to relate the MC time to the tim
scale of the catalytic cycle. This can be done if 1 MCS
defined asL3L/p MC trials. According to this definition
adopted in our simulations, the MC and real times are rela
astMC5kad

B PBt, and the ECR rate calculated per one MCS
equal to that calculated per oneB-adsorption trial, becaus
we employpad

B 51.
To illustrate our findings, we usep50.01, pad

B 51, pdes
B

51, p0
A51026, pr50.1, and pdif

A 50.5. DE is chosen to
equal zero or so that exp(uDEu/kBT)510. The ratio F

FIG. 2. Snapshots of the upper (503100) part of the (100
3100) lattice forF53 ~a! and 7~b! in the case when theA binding
energy on the electrolyte-metal interface is lower than on the g
metal interface@exp(DE/kBT)50.1#. The filled and open circles
representA andB particles, respectively.
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[ae0we/kBT, employed as a governing parameter, is var
from 3 to 7. B diffusion is two orders of magnitude faste
than the catalytic cycle (p50.01). ~In reality, the rate ofB
diffusion may be much faster, but increasing this rate d
not change the results.!

Initially, the lattice was clean. The first 53104 MCS were
executed forF53. This duration was sufficient in order t
reach the steady state. The steady-state reaction rate wa
culated during the last 104 MCS. Then,F was incremented
by 0.5 and additional 53104 MCS were performed to get a
new value of the reaction rate. The latter procedure was
peated up toF57.

With the parameters chosen, our model describes on
the most interesting situations when theAads1Bads reaction
is fast compared toA2 adsorption andB particles are close
to the adsorption-desorption equilibrium. In this case,
MF approximation predicts that~i! theA coverage is low and
~ii ! the reaction rate calculated per MCS is nearly equa
the rate ofA2 adsorption on the bare surface, i.e.,W5k(1
2k)21p0

A exp(F) @cf. Eq. ~4!#. Our simulations indicate~Fig.
1! that these predictions are right only ifF is sufficiently
small. Specifically, the limits of application of the MF ap
proximation are found to depend onDE. If the A binding
energy on the electrolyte-metal interface is lower than
equal to that on the gas-metal interface~i.e., DE<0), the
jumps from the former interface to the latter one are en
getically favorable~there is no additional Arrhenius facto
for such jumps!, and the MF approximation holds up toF

s-

FIG. 3. Snapshots of the upper (503100) part of the (100
3100) lattice forF57 in the cases when the binding energy on t
electrolyte-metal is@~a! DE50] equal to and@~b! exp(DE/kBT)
510] higher than that on the gas-metal interface. The filled a
open circles representA andB species.
1-3
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.5 ~curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 1!. If, however, theA binding
energy on the electrolyte-metal interface is higher than
on the gas-metal interface and accordingly the jumps fr
the former interface to the latter one are suppressed du
the additional Arrhenius factor@exp(2DE/kBT)50.1#, the
deviations from the MF approximation are appreciable
ready atF53.

Typical lattice snapshots are shown in Figs. 2 and 3
particular, Fig. 2 exhibits the arrangement of adsorbed p
ticles for F53 and 7 in the case when theA binding energy
is lower on the electrolyte-metal interface (DE,0). If the
electrode potential is small (F53), A2 adsorption is slow,
the A coverage is low, and accordingly the ECR kinetics
close to the MF limit. If the electrode potential is appreciab
(F57), A2 adsorption is still slow compared to theAads
1Bads reaction but becomes faster thanA diffusion. In the
latter case, theA coverage is high and one can observe we
developed gradients in the distribution ofA particles. This
means that the reaction is limited byA diffusion on the pe-
ripheral part of the lattice. ForF57 andDE50, the situa-
tion is similar@cf. Figs. 2~b! and 3~a!#. If, however,F57 and
DE.0, the gradients in theA distribution on the periphera
04260
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part of the lattice are weaker and simultaneously one
observe a stepwise drop in theA coverage near the line di
viding the electrolyte-metal and gas-metal interfaces@Fig.
3~b!#. This indicates that the reaction is limited byA jumps
via this line. With increasing lattice size, the role of th
effect will increase.

In summary, we have analyzed the kinetics of the gene
A1B→AB reaction occurring on metal particles with thre
phase boundaries. Specifically, we have illustrated that
deviations from the Tafel law can be related to limitation
the reaction rate by diffusion of one of the adsorbed reacta
along catalyst particles. In real systems, qualitatively sim
deviations from the Tafel law are common@13#. Usually, this
feature of ECR is attributed to the interplay between
reaction kinetics and reactant diffusion in the electrolyte
gas phase. Our results extend this concept. Potentially,
findings may be useful for applications, e.g., for optimizati
of the performance of fuel cells.

This work was performed in the framework of the KC
project funded by MISTRA~Grant No. 95014!. The author
thanks B. Kasemo for useful discussions.
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